Tips for Parents of Infants
(0-12 months)

CRYING AND FUSSING
Babies cry and fuss for a variety of reasons — hunger, sleepiness, need for a diaper change. Sometimes for no apparent reason at all. They need to be held and cuddled and to hear your gentle voice to help them feel safe and secure.

TRY …
• Checking to see if baby’s diaper needs to be changed, offering a bottle or breast to feed them, or just picking them up, cuddling and talking sweetly to them.
• Wearing baby in a sling or carrier, taking a walk outside or car ride.
• Giving baby a pacifier.
• Singing, humming, and cooing, as well as moving (gentle rocking, swinging, walking), which often calms baby down.

WON’T SLEEP THROUGH THE NIGHT
Babies double their birth weight by 4-6 months and triple their weight by 1 year, so they have to eat frequently. Some babies may start sleeping through the night around 4 months. Many do not.

TRY …
• Sleeping when the baby sleeps.
• Taking turns with your partner or family member feeding your baby.
• Leaving the room to take a short break — take deep breaths.
• Feeding and soothing baby.

PUTTING EVERYTHING INTO MOUTH
Child is learning hand-mouth coordination or is teething and needs safe objects to chew on.

TRY …
• Putting a damp washcloth into freezer for baby to chew on.
• Child-proofing by removing small, chokeable objects from reach.

WON’T STOP CRYING NO MATTER WHAT YOU TRY

TRY …
• Turning on children’s music with singing or ocean/water sounds.
• Placing baby safely in a crib without any blankets or pillows.
• Getting a glass of water, walking around, singing to yourself, making long exhales slowly — this helps your nervous system stay calm.
• Taking turns being with the baby with your partner or family member.
• Driving in the car with baby in a secure car seat.

THROWING THINGS ON THE GROUND
It is very common and normal for an older infant to throw things on the ground every 2.5 seconds on purpose. This is how your child learns about gravity and cause and effect. Children enjoy the sound falling objects make.

TRY …
• Distracting baby — stop the drop game by using safe tethers or rings that can’t wrap around a child’s neck.

REMEMBER
• Babies don’t spoil when held. Denying a baby food, touch, or attention is harmful to their development.
• Shaking, hitting, or tossing a baby is harmful.
• Understand the harms of spanking and sign the pledge today.